These potentials are constructed with use of the fundamental solution of the equation (cf. [4-] ). This solution is not integrable with respect to t in (0, +<*») for n < 2. It is desirable to construct a fundamental solution of the equation which is integrable with respect to t in (0, +<*>) for n ^ 2. and u = u(X,t) is an unknown function.
In the present paper we deal with the equation (1.1) for n = 2. We prove that the special quasi-solution (s.q.s.) of this equation is integrable with respect to t in (0, + <*>) and the corresponding potential of surface distribution preserves the properties 1 and 4 of [5]» P.98 and 100.
We assume (cf. (70) We observe that (X,t;Y,r) is a quasi-solution of the equation (1) i.e. a fundamental solution of the corresponding equation with coefficients fixed in the point (M,5) and the function (9) does not possess this property.
From (4), (8) and (6) Estimating | I 2 | under the assumption t 2 < t^ ^ T, we have (23) |l 2 | = \jjj^(t 2f r,A) f (Q,r)dQ dr + There exists a positive constant C suoh that |p*».»(t 2t r t A) -P*»»(t 1t r t A)| « 0 | ^ -t 2 |, heoausq,"by (8^ the funotion yg-P^'^ (t t r, A) is hounded la Oi (O t T). In virtue of (17) we get farther
Ots|m«T / " where C^-^ _ -, Q </i <1, |s| is the measure of S.
Substituting t -tad into we obtain (jaecording to (¿) and (8) This implies the thesis (30).
